
 

 

Generalized Anxiety Disorder - GAD 

On free floating anxiety - on the earthquake of 1989 - on The Bay Bridge collapsing on itself -  

on fire and brimstone - on backsliding on faith - on weeping and gnashing of teeth - on The Day 

of Pentecost - on the day of reckoning, on, an unrealistic, exaggerated ability, or inability, to or 

of speaking in tongues, or on the fate of the unrighteous ones - on impotent rage - on a narrow 

escape from disaster - on uttering a prolonged, inarticulate, mournful cry, usually high-pitched or 

clear-sounding, on, as in grief or suffering: on to wail with pain - on exterior darkness - on never 

ready for an overactive autonomic nervous system misfiring- on a system prepared for imminent 

death- on a system that is misfiring- on bodily functions such as - on the heart rate, on digestion, 

on respiratory rate, on the hypothalamus, on the cortisol levels of first-generation or immigrant 

children - on the demon possessed and casting them out - on the DSM criteria of occurring on 

more days than not- for at least 6 months - on learning that brown paper bags won’t work for you 

- on running to ease the landing but the trail you run on was greener and the earth was healthier - 

on excommunication - on your name being written and then unwritten - on, in the book of life - 

on, with invisible ink  - on fear driven discipline, on discipleship driven fear, juxtaposed with a 

message of peace, of hope, of The Holy Ghost, of being full, on your cup runneth over onto eyes 

on fire, on being US BORN but your parents can be taken away - on La Migra - La Migra - La 

Migra - ICE is cold blood pressure, body mass, body dysmorphia, on a body depressed - pressed 

into or out of Pentecostal- or on overall health pre- and post election cycles - on addiction and 

self-medicating - on a system that is misfiring - on brief moments in the sun - on backsliding in 

faith - like on skates - I was on skates in ’89 at 5pm - on, a shaking earth at a 7.2 magnitude - on 

drinking salt water because it’ll help, on three days and nights of darkness and three nights 

moonless, on believing that an inevitable second coming had started, on feeling not ready, on 



 

 

feeling not right, on Psalm 116, on Acts 2: 1-4, on everything said to the church at Corinth, on 

nothing free about free floating anxiety and that it seems to appear out of nowhere. 

 

 

 


